Please fill out this form during installation and submit within 90 days of purchase to claim our free and industry
leading warranty. Refer to our website for more details about Krownlab’s warranty.
Order Number: _______________________________________
Dealer (if applicable): ________________________________________
Customer Name: ________________________________________
Door Number: ________________ (refer to plan and or door schedule, if applicable)

Check off each line item below during installation to confirm product is correctly installed and thereby qualifies
for our warranty. Incorrectly installed products are void of warranty and all Krownlab liability and obligations.

P
All of the proper tools were used to install Krownlab hardware.
All Krownlab hardware was received, and installed without modification.
No Krownlab hardware was substituted.
If applicable, all glass panels conform to Krownlab glass panel specifications.
If applicable, the glass wall (side-lites, transom, etc) is engineered to support Krownlab hardware.
If applicable, each track mounting point engages at least 3" of solid wood blocking, or is centered on a wood stud.
If applicable, drywall inserts were installed against structural material and flush with the finished drywall.
The track drill pattern conforms to Krownlab track specifications for the weight of the panel.
Track has been leveled using the Tru-Level™ system.
Track washer plates align with the teeth in the track.
Track has been shimmed straight if the wall is bowed.
Track springs are not interfering with any mounting hardware and are evenly spaced along the length of the track.
Track cover is oriented correctly and securely attached.
Panel is prepared according to Krownlab specifications.
Safety Stops are securely and properly installed with both screws.
The door guide fully engages the door panel along the entire length of travel.
Door panel is confirmed to be plumb.
Every fastener is torqued to Krownlab specifications wherever indicated.
The system requires routine maintenance and care. This maintenance and care is clearly understood.

Installer Company (if applicable): ________________________________________
Installer Name: ________________________________________
Installer Signature: ________________________________________
Date/Time: ________________________________________

Email to warranty@krownlab.com OR mail to Krownlab at: 2351 NW York St., Portland, OR 97210

